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Breathe, Focus, Flow
Creating Unshakable Confidence

Lesson 5: Success = Right Place, Right Time, Right ActionSuccess = Right Place, Right Time, Right ActionLesson 5:
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ICAN NEURO SYSTEM
The ICAN Neuro System is a neuroscience-based mindset training system designed specifically for 
Direct Sales professionals. Our system moves you through a proven, results- focused path designed to help 
you quickly break through common business-stalling mindset limiters and into the daily income producing 
activities necessary for success.

This proprietary system is uniquely crafted and structured to fit the busy lives of network marketing and 
direct sales entrepreneurs. Our success path helps you get unstuck by identifying your limiters and moving 
past the fear, doubt, insecurity, hesitation, and procrastination that is slowing or freezing your business 
growth.  

You will learn to quickly step into confident, intentional daily business-building action that you know you 
need to take but simply aren’t.  With our in-the-moment neuro tools, industry specific mindset training, and 
ongoing support by your side, you will gain elevated core confidence resulting in up-leveled recruiting, 
increased sales, and rank advancement with unprecedented speed and ease.
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Copyright © 2021 by ICAN Institute, Inc. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, 
without the prior written permission of the publisher, except for personal use as part of this class.

LEARN IT:  Classes and workshops create a conscious 
awareness of mindset limiters and how  
they affect your life and business, helping 
to identify solutions and lay the foundation 
to overcome.

DO IT:        Practical application in your daily business  
along with a series of neuroscience based  
brain retraining techniques, called ICAN  
Neuro Tools, help interrupt and redirect  
limiting thoughts and habits and allow you  
to build new core beliefs and healthy habits  
that support your ongoing success. 

LIVE IT:      Live, ongoing mentorship combined 
with a powerful online community of  
women provide support throughout your 
journey as you work to master these tools, 
take action and conquer your goals.
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Welcome to ICAN 

What is your intention for taking ICAN ? 
Set your intention and write it down. 

What do you want to accomplish? 

Why do you want that? 

What would it mean to you, to accomplish this? 

Tips to get the most out of your class: 

BUILD TM

1. Print out the "ICAN Sell & Recruit Workbook" before you begin the class (or download the workbook 
and type directly in the document on your computer if you prefer. Save as you make changes).

2. Review the "ICAN Build Neuro Tool Manual."  Print out the list of Neuro Tools on page 4
and place it somewhere you'll see it every day.

3. Print out your "ICAN Success Plan" booklet to keep track of your daily goals and progress.

4. Block out about 30 minutes a day for ICAN Neuro Tools, and 2 hours a week for the class content to 
make sure you are giving these lessons the time required to truly transform your life.

5. During the class, write down thoughts, ideas, inspiration, and questions to bring to the Live Monday 
Mindset session. Make sure to raise your hand and play full out to make this journey meet your 
personal needs.

6. While we suggest one lesson each week, remember, this class is “on demand” so you can never be 
“behind.” Set targets and work at your own pace.

7. Before starting, gather your supplies; this workbook, pens, highlighters, a beverage, get comfortable 
then take a deep breath. Remember to “be here now”. Set the expectation that you will get 
everything you need - exactly when you need it.

8. Watch the ICAN Sell & Recruit introduction video and set your intention for this class below.
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Lesson 1: Build an Unstoppable Mindset

Lesson 2: A Proven Path Guarantees Success

Lesson 3: Honor the Math of the Business

Lesson 4: Mindset Tools to Break Through
Your Mindset Limits

ICAN BUILD TM

Lesson 5: Success = Right Place, Right Time, Right ActionLesson 5:

What’s Next: Stages of Change

Lessons & Worksheets



BUILDING AN UNSTOPPABLE ICAN MINDSET
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Stalled/Stuck/Stoppable I Can’t Mindset

Demographics Demographics

Unstoppable / ICAN Mindset
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MINDSET OF SUCESSFUL BUILDERS
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Employee Side Hustle Boss

Mindset of:



ICAN BUILD
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Touches

• Daily Touches: 20
• Nurtures: 10

Network Marketers Say... Top 2% Say...

My Daily Touches: _______

My Nurtures: ___________

• Daily IPAs: 3
(Income Producing Activities)

My Daily IPAs: __________

• Monthly Recruits: 4

My Monthly Recruits: ______

• Monthly Income: $10,000

My Monthly Income: _______



FOLLOW A PROVEN PATH
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Builder

Leader

Top Leader

Attracting Your Tribe

Master ICAN Mindset

Daily Attraction Action

Master BB Skillset

Repetition to Mastery

Attracting Your Tribe

Master ICAN Mindset

Daily Attraction Action

Master BB Skillset

Repetition to Mastery

Attracting Your Tribe

Master ICAN Mindset

Daily Attraction Action

Master BB Skillset

Repetition to Mastery

Building Your Tribe

Teach to Mastery

Develop and Duplicate

Building Your Tribe

Teach to Mastery

Develop and Duplicate

Leading Your Tribe

Coach and Mentorship
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3 Steps on My Proven Path

1.

2.

3.

100% 80%

20%

60%

20%

20%
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CORE CONFIDENCE SCALE
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How confident are you that you will achieve your goals and live your dreams?

The following quick quiz is designed to take your pulse when it comes to your self-esteem and belief in 
yourself. Please be authentic in your answers; these thought questions are designed to help you get in 
touch with your core confidence.

Circle the number below that represents where you place yourself today on this confidence continuum. 
The number 1 is low and 10 is high.

1. Rate your internal self-talk response when you say to yourself, “I CAN achieve my goals and live my
dreams.”

Why did you score yourself as you did?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

NO ZONE MAYBE ZONE BETTER ZONE YES ZONE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Rate the strength of your desire, commitment, and decision when you say to yourself, “I WILL do what it
takes to achieve my goals and dreams.”

Why did you score yourself as you did?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Rate your internal sense of worthiness and value when you look in the mirror and say, “I AM enough.”
What does your mind say back to you? (smart enough, pretty enough, etc...)

Why did you score yourself as you did?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9 10

9



EMOTIONAL SCALE
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Intensity of Positive Em
otion

Strong

What is the feeling?

How strong or intense is it?

Is it helping or hurting me?

What Neuro Tool will create the shift I’m looking for?

Red Zone

Green Zone

YES
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Awareness
• What is my NOW reality?

Feeling (1-10 rating)

• Is this serving me?

Belief Check
• Belief Busting – severing/releasing/rewriting old neural pathways

Stories that are responsible for creating unwanted NOW reality

• Belief Building – creating/anchoring new neural pathways

Stories that will create my desired future reality

Choice Point
• Opportunity for conscious changes to NOW habit/patterns

Shift in the now

• Reprogramming neural pathways offers opportunity for elevating subconscious

Elevate internal self-talk and core beliefs

ABC’S OF MINDSET MANAGEMENT

B

A

C
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WHAT’S NEXT?

Congratulations on completing ICAN 
! You’ve learned

Now discover 

with ICAN 
, the next class on your Success 

Path.

ICAN

TheICANInstitute company/ican-institute-inc/theicaninstitute

WWW.ICANINSTITUTE.COM

ICAN
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

ICAN TM



ICAN  MEMBERSHIPS

ICAN  is part of the ICAN Neuro System,  is only available inside a Gold,
Platinum ICAN Membership. 

With a ICAN Membership, you get unlimited access to all of our 
neuroscience-focused business mindset classes, live training sessions, transformational ICAN 
Neuro Tools, and a community that is ready to cheer you on and keep you on track toward 
your goals. 

Learn more about our memberships for leaders and business builders in Network Marketing 
and Direct Sales at icaninstitute.com/membership. If you have questions about which 
membership is right for you, our success advisors can help you find the perfect fit. 

Give us a call at (505) 898-4400 or email us at support@icaninstitute.com

TM
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GOLD
ICAN MEMBERSHIP

PLATINUM
ICAN MEMBERSHIP

SILVER
ICAN MEMBERSHIP
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